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FLASH!!

The New Two Part 100J
While our next issue of 100J is in production, we are always
working in the background ensuring that our newsletter continues
its amazing growth and meets its mission of educating and entertaining
both collectors and non-collectors on the exciting world of grading!
Remember, Grading is the most exciting new aspect of philately
since stamps were first issued!

We are now separating our newsletter, 100J, into two parts.
Part A is the present newsletter minus the grading contests and The Graded Marketplace
(TGM) with Part B now consisting of the grading contests and TGM.
The reason why we are separating these parts boils down to creating more focus and being
able to deliver the newsletter on schedule.
Focus follows our mission. Part A is now totally devoted to our educational mission. Part B
now represents the entertainment part, which also contains educational material. The new IQ
Grading Contest is a direct example of entertainment also delivering educational value.
Delivering our newsletter on a defined schedule is another important aspect of our growth.
When we recently conducted a request for suggestions on how to increase the participation
in our grading contests, we received many operational comments. The one that held the
greatest importance for us was focused on delivering 100J to our readers on a regular basis.
Creating two parts to the newsletter will help us produce a more timely release of both segments. In fact, our new format has allowed us to provide our readers with a publication
(release) date for both parts for the remainder of the year - see the next page.
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Release Schedule for the Second Half of 2019

To explain the release schedule, let’s look at the July issue. Part A, the newsletter, will be
sent to you and available on our website on Monday July 1st. Part B, the grading contests
and TGM, will be sent to you and available on our website on Monday July 15 th.
The submission date for July contest entries will be Sunday July 28 th. We will publish the
winners names in the August newsletter (Part A) that will be released on Friday August 2 nd.
TGM listings for the August issue are due by Saturday August 10th and will be released on
Friday August 16th along with the August contests when Part B is released.
To avoid any confusion, we will send reminders to our readers of all due dates and to publicize the next issue of 100J. You can now plan on receiving both parts of the newsletter on
schedule.

Thank you for your support.
We couldn’t exist without it!!
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Subject of This Issue
__________
The objective of 100J has always been to educate
and entertain our readers on the subject of grading. Therefore,
each issue will focus on one or two major subjects.
__________

For this May-June issue, we are reporting on the
“Health of the Graded Marketplace.”
Background
While the health of the graded marketplace is critically important for grading collectors, it is
almost as important for all people involved in the philatelic hobby.

While grading is still not acknowledged by a significant percentage of philatelic leadership,
grading can be viewed as contributing significantly to the health of the entire philatelic hobby
in 2019.
Therefore, for all stamp hobbyists, measuring the health of the graded marketplace is a critical subject that needs to be assessed as accurately as possible.
Measuring our own physical health can be accomplished by reviewing some critical metrics
such as provided by a comprehensive blood test. Measuring the health of the graded marketplace is a much more difficult and complex exercise. We need a method for accomplishing this.
The metrics that we will rely upon in attempting to measure the health of the graded marketplace must be measurable and verifiable. You should expect that most of this issue of 100J
will cover one or more aspects of this subject.
Our hope is that after you have read this issue, you will have developed your own thoughts
about this critical subject. We wish you good reading!
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100J of the Month
__________
100J is the highest grade that can be awarded to a stamp.
It is the summit of graded stamps. We start each issue with an example.
Each example presented has some special significance associated with it.
__________
This month, we are featuring a UPT discovered by Gene Pica.
Background
In last month’s issue, we introduced
“Want List” requests. Because of the
late introduction, I (your Editor) was
the only person to enter a request.
Basically, the request asked for OG
(hinged) UPTs. This request was
based on two overriding personal
beliefs: UPTs are exceedingly rare
and are always in demand and OG
stamps are very undervalued.

I was very surprised one day to receive an email from one of our readers, Gene Pica, answering my Want
List request.
He had just received this stamp back
from PSE. While he initially thought
the stamp was NH, it came back as
Scott 682 PSE graded 100J OGph certificate 01360691 dated May 6, 2019. Gene thought I would be interested. He was absolutely correct!
Gene’s price for this beauty was reasonable in my opinion. What impressed me was his use
of a “formula” in developing his price. Since there are no published valuations for 100J
stamps, he utilized a formula similar to those we have published in prior issues of 100J in
our attempt to value these summit stamps. We reached a quick agreement and the stamp is
now in my possession soon to be encapsulated.
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Gene Pica
In discussing the transaction for acquiring the world’s highest-graded Scott 682, Gene
was kind enough to provide me with some details about his collecting history and how he
found this “100J of the Month.” I would like to share some of what he discussed with me.
“As far as my background, I have always collected only U.S. mint singles and over time elevated my standards.
While I do purchase many stamps already graded (auctions and dealers), the big thrill for me these days is
hunting for material at local stamp shows. At these shows most of the old-time dealers don’t believe in grading
so I browse through their offerings with an eye for the extraordinary. I go equipped with my 2.50 readers for the
initial selection but then out comes my Peak Optics magnifier for the final measurement. I have my own database (a work-in-progress) of what measurements should be for different sizes and types (e.g., flat press, rotary
press) of stamps as well as particular issues that have spacing problems (such as the 1907 Jamestown set).
As you can imagine, this is a very time-consuming process and may result in very few stamps for a day’s work.
But it is fun and I enjoy it tremendously and I have been rewarded many times. Take the 682 for instance. I
purchased it at a local show for (should I tell you?) $1.25. When I sent it in to PSE I knew from my measurement that it would be at least a 98J. When I got it back, it was a good news/bad news story in that while it graded 100J it was declared “previously hinged”.
“I know some collectors go through the listings on eBay and HipStamp but I found that using the scans provided, it is very difficult to determine the difference between a 98 and a 95. (My goal is 98 or better in order to justify the expense of grading.) And gum is always an issue. I do agree with you on the undervaluing of PH compared to NH (or is it the overvaluing of NH compared to PH?). Since selling the vast majority of my pre-1920
NH collection a few years ago, I have started collecting some of the oldies again. In fact I recently bought from
Chris Rupp a 308, 309 and a 310 all graded 98J PH for a fraction of what NH would have cost. Beautiful
stamps, and when viewing them in my album you don’t see the gum!
“I’m a life-long collector and love talking about this stuff. It’s been a fantastic learning experience and hope to
be doing this for many years to come.”

I wanted to share Gene’s thoughts with our readers because much of what we have written
in prior issues is exactly what Gene loves to work on. His story is another great reminder
about the “Window of Opportunity” article that was included in our issue 14 (September/
October 2017) and reprinted in PSE’s SMQ (hardcopy).

Stamp Metrics
Before we conclude this month’s “100J of the Month” column, let’s take a look at Scott 682.
Total
Graded
7
186

≤90J
3
93

95
2
59

95J
1
6

Total #
Total %

193
100.0%

96
49.7%

61
31.6%

Valuations PSE SMQ

OG
NH

$10
$40

Scott

Condition

682

OG
NH

PSE Grades
98

98J

100

21

4

3

7
3.6%

21
10.9%

4
2.1%

3
1.6%

$20
$70

$140

$200

$400

100J
1

1
0.5%
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Stamp Metrics (continued)
My great interest in this stamp surpassed the fact that it is a hinged 2¢ red commemorative
that can be purchased for a few cents above face value. This stamp is the world’s highest
graded Scott 682. It is the sole stamp graded that high and therefore is a UPT - a unique
population top.
Grading has introduced a new form of collecting to the stamp hobby. Instead of filling empty
spaces in an album, it now focuses collectors on acquiring the best examples of a stamp.
New collections of the world’s highest-graded stamps are now being formed. When it comes
to Scott 682, I now own that unique example. The lightly-hinged gum is a slight drawback,
but easily compensated for by being a UPT.

The Hunt for Big Game
It is a rare issue of 100J in which we do not discuss the hunt for highly-graded stamps. Last
month, the 100J of the month was a Scott C18 PT (population top) found by Danny Marshall.
This month, it is this Scott 682 found by Gene Pica. Often, it is one of the many finds of Larry
Hull (the “Duke”). All these grading collectors and many, many others tell us that they enjoy
the hunt as much as any collecting activity.
The feeling of finding a previously undiscovered UPT and purchasing it for a small fraction of
what is worth is an activity that fulfills the treasure-hunting side of our lives.
With grading still not universally accepted by dealers and collectors allows the present window of opportunity to remain open. The thought of Gene spending only $1.25 for this
month’s Scott 682 is almost unbelievable. Thanks to the resistance of traditional dealers to
grading, they have helped ensure that grading is becoming accepted at an increasing pace.
Formalized grading is now 17 years old. Started by PSE in 2002, it is increasing its impact
on the hobby on a continuous basis. Grading is becoming the backbone of the hobby.
Please read this issue to understand the progress that grading has made in helping our hobby survive and prosper.

Our best times are ahead of us - thanks to grading!
Grading is the most exciting new aspect of philately
since stamps were first issued!
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Subject of This Issue
Page 1

The subject of this issue of 100J is an extremely important one - The Health of the Graded Marketplace!
We will address this subject throughout this issue. We
cannot think of a more important discussion.

100J of the Month
Pages 2 - 4

In each issue of 100J, we present a PSE graded100J stamp. The stamp selected possesses some significance, some story. This month, Gene Pica introduces one of the newest 100J UPTs - an OG example of Scott 682. Our Editor purchased it through a
Want List request in the prior issue of 100J!!

Editor’s Thoughts
Pages 7 - 8

In this issue, Ray Lieberman, 100J Editor, presents
one of his most unusual discussions. The title speaks
loudly for his discussion. “It is perplexing, but the opponents of grading are largely responsible for
grading’s success!!!!

Topic of the Month
Pages 9 - 14

“The Health of the Graded Marketplace.” This is of
vital importance to every person involved in the philatelic hobby, and is a long overdue discussion. It is
based on facts rather than just opinions, making it a
worthwhile allocation of your time.

Tip of the Month
Pages 15 - 17

The vertical coil stamps of the 1938 Presidential Series (Scott 848-851), while common modern-era
stamps, are extremely difficult to find in grades above
95. This month we are “tipping” these coils in NH linepairs. They are rare and in-demand.

The Graded Marketplace
Pages 18 - 20

Every success starts with a first sale. TGM has recorded its first sales in both types of transactions - one is
the 100J of the Month!! Now readers can buy and sell
graded material with other readers in this totally free
reader-to-reader service. This is a great way to buy
and sell graded material without any fee!
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Grading Contests - Prior
Months
Pages 21 - 23

We had a sole winner in each of the grading contests
in the last issue. In the Grading Contest 1, we have a
two-time winner. Congratulations Bill Palmer. In our
first-ever IQ Grading Contest, our old friend Larry Hull
shows everyone why he is unique with his perfect
score. He is now our “IQ Wizard” for 2019.

The End!
Page 24

A few notes to conclude this issue.
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Editor’s Thoughts
__________
This is a recurring monthly column that allocates space for the 100J Editor to
share items of interest with our readers. There are no restrictions on the scope
of subjects that can be addressed in this column. It is a good idea to read the
item descriptions to see if there is a subject that captures your interest.

It is perplexing, but the opponents of grading
are largely responsible for grading’s success!!!!
This is the last sentence in the “Topic of the Month” column (page 14) that is focused on
“The Health of the Graded Marketplace.”
So, why am I repeating the final words from that section in this column?
In developing the items that appear in this column, I usually focus on those things that occurred in the last 30 days and have either surprised or informed me. It is usually the most current events that are selected for inclusion here.
A few nights ago, as I was completing the “Topic of the Month” column, I experienced a
“clarity” of mind - an epiphany. Sometimes, you hear people say that they have experienced a
180 degree change in their thoughts about something or some person. That evening, I experienced a 540 degree change (a 180 change plus another full circle change of 360). It was a
huge change of perspective
Since issue number 1 of 100J, I have been critical of those leaders, dealers, and the philatelic press who have refused to accept grading and have consciously done what they could do
to undermine it. One of their tactics was to avoid any mention of grading in their issues. Rather then the exception, this was, and still is, the unwritten and unspoken rule with the major
publications - in my opinion.
It then occurred to me, in my epiphany, that the opponents of grading are really helping grading succeed to a degree that they cannot imagine.
Would I now own the highest graded copy of Scott 682 in the world (page 2) if the dealer
who sold the stamp to Gene Pica would have been a dedicated grading dealer? The answer
is a clear NO. There isn’t a grading dealer anywhere who would have sold that stamp to Gene
for $1.25. Gene and I owe that non-grading dealer a great deal of thanks for not being involved in grading!
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Should We Be Concerned?
QUESTION: Should we be concerned about the opponents of grading and their attempt to
ignore grading hoping that it will fade away?
ANSWER: If you asked me this question 10 years ago, the answer would have been a resounding YES. Ten years ago, I was alarmed by the attempts to kill grading. In the year
2019, my answer to the same question is an absolute NO - I am not concerned at all.
Grading has passed the “critical mass” test. It has now gained enough acceptance to ensure
its survival and growth.
It is interesting to think about our hobby and how it would look today if grading had never
been introduced. In conversations with several 100J readers, some close collecting friends,
and reflecting on my personal situation, I am convinced that grading has, at a minimum,
helped philately survive and probably helped ensure its future growth and prosperity.
So, should we be concerned about whether grading will survive? You shouldn’t have any
sleepless nights thinking about this.
The people who should be having sleepless nights are those dealers and leaders who today
are fighting the acceptance of grading. They have a great deal to fret over.
•

•
•
•

How will they embrace grading in the future without looking foolish over
their late acceptance of grading?
How will they support their verbal gradings when their stamps are graded much lower than they stated?
Will they lose some of their customer base when grading is finally universally accepted?
Finally, how will they sleep when they realize how much they have lost
by not fully understanding and embracing grading?
To philatelic leaders, traditional dealers, and the philatelic press -

Thank you so much for fighting
grading. You have allowed us to profit
from the window of opportunity that you
have created for all of us who are Grading Fans!
Despite your silence about grading,
grading is building a stronger philatelic hobby!!
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Topic of the Month
The Health of the Graded Marketplace!
__________
In developing this issue’s “Topic of the Month,” after discarding several ideas,
it occurred to us that the most important topic we could share with our readers
is a study on the health of the graded marketplace. This topic is of vital importance to everyone involved in the philatelic hobby. Understanding this subject is critical for stamp collectors, dealers, leaders, press, and investors.
First, the Conclusion!!
While it should seem strange that we start our discussion by revealing the conclusion, it provides us with an easier format for arriving at a conclusion. Just bear with us.
The graded marketplace is not only healthy, but is continuously improving. In fact,
grading is rapidly forming the foundation for the future philatelic hobby. Without the
increasing presence of grading, the philatelic hobby in 2019 would be one approaching stagnation and eventual demise.
Furthermore, it is becoming easier to determine which dealers and leaders are opposed to
grading. While years ago, grading foes were in the majority, today that group is much smaller
and less vocal - a role approaching a small minority.

Defining “Health”
We need to start our discussion about the health of the graded marketplace by defining what
we mean by the word “health” when focused on an inanimate object such as the graded
stamp market.
Falling back on the Merriam-Webster dictionary, we selected this definition - “a condition in
which something is thriving or doing well.” This definition suits us as it is simple and to
the point.

Measuring Health
With the definition in hand, we now need to determine what metrics will tell us how the graded market is performing. Unfortunately, there are only a few metrics that will provide us with
a clear understanding of graded market health.
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Measuring Health (continued)
The SUSGSR. The most traditional method is to evaluate sales of graded stamps to determine their performance. While this sounds like the correct method, how do we measure the
sales of thousands of graded stamps and their resulting performance?

Linn’s and then Scott has attempted to accomplish this through the use of a graded stamp
report. The Scott United States Graded Stamp Report (SUSGSR) has a representative portfolio of 63 stamps and measures their value movement on a quarterly basis. While the report
is well constructed, the quarterly price changes need to be more thoroughly vetted.
While the graded market appears to be undergoing significant changes, the SUSGSR shows
only minor quarterly price movements with none exceeding 1% in any quarter. Based on
what we see, this just doesn’t reflect the actual price movements in graded stamps.
The SUSGSR gathers price movements from, “Auction sales results and dealer price lists for
graded material …” We have never been a fan of dealer price lists to represent price changes since those offer prices are all too often negotiated at different prices than listed in the
price lists and, most importantly, do not represent actual sales but rather offers.
We give the SUSGSR a very solid grade for their effort at providing philatelists with guidance
on the performance of the graded market. We hope, that in the future, they place more
weight on auction results rather than on dealer supplied price movements. This should generate more accurate quarterly price movements.
The Number of Graded Stamp Certifications. Another way to judge the health of the graded market would rely on how grading activity is changing. This would probably be measured
best by the number of graded stamp certifications requested of the major grading organizations - Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), The Philatelic Foundation (PF) and to a lesser degree Philatelic Stamp Authentication and Grading (PSAG).
If we could obtain accurate records of how many grading requests these organizations (and
other secondary players) receive on a periodic basis, we would have a good understanding
of graded stamp activity. While this would not provide us with a strict performance metric, it
would point us in the direction of the health of the graded market.
This approach might actually provide us with one of the best ways to determine the answer
to our question. Unfortunately, this information remains confidential and is not available to
us.
So, while we have mentioned two measures, neither one is satisfactory to adequately
answer the question of the health of the graded marketplace.
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Measuring Health (continued)
So, where do we go from here to determine a valid answer to our significantly important question?
Your Editor is involved in a research project that may answer many questions about the
graded marketplace. I started this project in late 2016 and continued through early 2018. It
was parked for the majority of 2018 due to certain issues. I have again started this project
with improved metrics and reporting. So, here is my answer to our “question of the
month.”
Auction Metrics. Thanks to current reporting, full disclosure of sales through auctions (eBay
and major auction houses) is easily accessible.
Graded sales through eBay, while numerous in quantity, provide insignificant metrics since
most sales are lower valued items. Higher valued items usually sell on a negotiated basis.
When a “Buy it Now” item is sold at a “best offer accepted” price, the actual sold price is not
disclosed by eBay. This eliminates obtaining metrics (actual sales data) on the better graded
items sold through eBay.
Therefore, obtaining auction data from the major auction houses would seem to point us in
the right direction. When we review an auction, we generate many interesting and useful
metrics. I think it is important that our readers understand what sort of analysis we perform
on an auction.
First, we only report on the sales of PSE-graded stamps. Why only PSE? The reason is very
simple. PSE is the largest grader of stamps by a huge margin. PSE is also the only grader
that provides valuation data on all grades. Scott provides valuation data but not on any jumbo grades and only up to grade 98. It also provides very limited valuation data on 20 th and
21st century stamps. PSE’s valuation data is the most comprehensive available.
In judging the health of the graded marketplace, what auction metrics do we track that can
be used to help answer our question?
While almost all the metrics that we track can help evaluate the health of the graded market,
we report three metrics directly aimed at the answer to our question -

Percent of SMQ
Graded lot participation
Individual prices of all sold graded stamps
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2019 Auction Results
As of the date we are writing this article, we have fully analyzed six auctions held in 2019.
These auctions are Harmer-Schau - sale 118 (January)
HR Harmer - sale 3024 (April)
Kelleher - sale 722 (February)
Schuyler Rumsey - sale 85 (April)
Siegel - sale 1197 (March)
Siegel - sale 1199 (May)
We are reviewing approximately one auction per week (it started in April). While individual
sales results vary significantly, adding a sales metrics to the cumulative results provides us
with a more insightful view of auction metrics thus leading us to a more accurate view of the
health of the graded marketplace. In other words, we use the average data points for all the
auctions we review. As more auctions are reviewed, the average becomes a much more accurate measure.

The Key Metrics
Percent of SMQ
A: Auction Performance
Percent of SMQ
Number of Lots At or Above SMQ
Number of Lots Below SMQ

94.5%
274
462

This is the single most predictive metric that we calculate for each auction we analyze. It
measures the average percent of SMQ that each PSE-graded lot sold for including the buyer’s premium.
Stated very simply, calculating the percent of SMQ for all the graded lots sold in an auction
reveals how the buyers view the graded market. In a healthy market, stamps should sell for a
high percentage of SMQ indicating demand equaling or exceeding supply. When stamps can
be purchased for a small percent of SMQ, there is less demand and greater supply which
are both characteristics of a market that is not healthy.
We believe that a percent of SMQ of 85% and higher is indicative of a healthy market.
Further, when the percent of SMQ is 65% and lower, it is indicative of an unhealthy
market.
For the six auctions listed above, the average of the 736 PSE-graded lots that we reviewed
was 94.5% of SMQ. From our perspective, this represents a healthy graded market in
which five of the six reviewed auctions exceeded the 85% threshold minimum.
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The Key Metrics (continued)
Graded lot participation
B: Graded Lot Participation
Grading eligible lots
Graded lots:
Number
Percentage
PSE graded lots:
Number
Percentage
PSE graded reviewable lots:
Number
Percentage

2,691
1,059
39.4%
837
31.1%
736
27.4%

When we measure auction lots, we first define “grading eligible” lots. These include lots that
contain single stamps or with coils and imperfs, singles, pairs, and line-pairs. We do not include items that are not typically graded or valued such as covers, proofs, lots with multiple
stamps, among others.
We then measure lots containing graded stamps (from all graders) as a percentage of grading eligible lots. For the six auctions already reviewed, there were 2,691 grading eligible lots
and 1,059 graded lots - 39.4%.
The first question that needs to be addressed is whether almost 40% of the graded lots in
auctions is a number pointing to a healthy graded marketplace. Sometime in the future, we
will be able to answer that question. Today, we can only make an educated guess and watch
this metric as we review more auctions. We believe that a 40% graded lot participation number does indeed point to a healthy graded marketplace. The future will tell us if we are right.
Finally, how does this metric provide us with a clue about the health of the graded marketplace? It is simple and straightforward. The more buyer interest that exists in graded
stamps, the more graded lots will appear in auctions as the auction firms tend to
equalize supply and demand. In other words, the higher the graded lot participation,
the better the health of the graded market!!
In order for our readers to understand the degree of effort required to assemble the auction
data we record for each auction, let’s start with this metric. In order to reconcile the auction
lots, we need to read the full description of each auction lot and record several data points
for each lot. For the 1,059 graded lots, we need to record more than 10 data points for each
graded lot. The effort to review one auction is enormous, to say the least.
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The Key Metrics (continued)
Individual prices of all sold graded stamps
Lot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1002
1003
1004
1006
1008
1010
1011
1012
1016
1018

Year
2008
2005
2006
2012
2014
2013
2016
2019
2008
2003

Description
Scott
Grade
1
1
1
1a
1b
1d
2
2
6
7

98J
98J
98
98
95
95
98J
95
90J
100

Cond

Total

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

656
656
656
108
57
14
457
457
23
346

Population
This Grd
Higher
3
3
4
4
11
3
6
69
2
5

2
2
5
0
0
0
0
24
5
3

UPT/PT

PT
PT
PT

Valuation
Total Real
SMQ
$3,835
3,422
2,714
1,298
2,242
4,130
12,980
4,425
12,980
2,124

$5,750
5,750
4,000
4,800
3,400
4,500
13,500
3,750
33,000
4,000

Percent
of SMQ
66.7%
59.5%
67.9%
27.0%
65.9%
91.8%
96.1%
118.0%
39.3%
53.1%

The first ten lots of Siegel sale 1199 populated in the auction spreadsheet.

The really good news is that by the end of 2019, we will have the full detail of all PSE-graded
auction lots from all the major auction houses for the years 2017-2019. This will give us an
unprecedented view of graded stamp prices as well as activity. We will have more graded
stamp data than any other organization. We will be able to help the graded market by replacing subjective ideas with factual data. This is a major undertaking.

And Finally the Conclusion, Again!
Based on everything we can see, our conclusion is as we stated in our opening comments The graded marketplace is not only healthy, but is improving continuously. In fact, grading is rapidly forming the foundation for the
future philatelic hobby. Without the increasing presence of grading, the philatelic hobby in 2019 would be one approaching stagnation and eventual demise.
We would be very interested in hearing from any reader, whether or not they agree with us.
In fact, we are eager to hear from those who think grading is not helping our hobby.

Speaking for grading collectors, we sincerely thank those grading opponents who keep our
treasure hunting such a profitable and emotionally satisfying activity.
It is perplexing, but the opponents of grading
are largely responsible for grading’s success!!!!
For more on this subject, please read the Editor’s Thoughts on pages 7-8.
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Summary of “Tip of the Month”
—————
In this recurring monthly section, we select a stamp (or stamps) that represents an acquisition opportunity for collectors. Unlike “tip” columns in other philatelic publications, we present
the reasons why we think this stamp represents an opportunity. We select only stamps that
are widely collected - no esoteric philatelic items.
This month we are “tipping” four modern coil line-pairs from the Presidential series. We believe that these coil line-pairs in never-hinged condition represent an opportunity for collectors. This month, our tip is for the vertical line-pairs - Scott 848-851.

Population
Below is a summary population table for the NH vertical coil line-pairs.
PSE Populations
Scott
848 LP
849 LP
850 LP
851 LP

A

(as of May 22, 2019)

Description
1¢ / G. Washington / green
1 1/2¢ / M. Washingon / bister brown
2¢ / J. Adams / rose carmine
3¢ / T. Jefferson / deep violet

A. We could not find any of these coil line pairs graded by PF.

Totals # - All Conditions
Totals % - All Conditions

Grades - All Conditions
Totals
27
29
17
38

≤90J
15
17
14
27

95J

95
6
10
1
7

B

98

1

98J

100

6
1
1
4

100J
1

B. There is only one jumbo among all the graded NH line pairs of these four stamps.

111
100.0%

73
65.8%

24
21.6%

1
0.9%

12
10.8%

0
0.0%

1
0.9%

0
0.0%

After 17 years of grading, only 111 of these coil line-pairs have been graded by PSE. That
works out to a little bit more than one and a half graded coil line pairs per stamp per year!!
That is an amazingly low number of gradings per year. The four coil line-pairs recommended
this month are not scarce. Every dealer probably has several examples of each of these four
coil line-pairs in their inventory. So why are there so few graded examples?
The answer could be interesting. It we look back on Gene Pica’s comments on page 3 in the
100J of the Month column, “...the big thrill for me these days is hunting for material at local
stamp shows. At these shows most of the old-time dealers don’t believe in grading so I
browse through their offerings with an eye for the extraordinary...it is fun and I enjoy it tremendously and I have been rewarded many times.”

Valuations
While the answer to this question is highly speculative on our part, the answer makes sense
when viewing Gene’s response above and the valuations database on the next page.
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Valuations (continued)
Valuations (as of May 22, 2019)
Scott
848 LP
849 LP
850 LP
851 LP

Description
1¢ / G. Washington / green
1 1/2¢ / M. Washingon / bister brown
2¢ / J. Adams / rose carmine
3¢ / T. Jefferson / deep violet

Scott
Ungraded

$2.75
4.50
7.50
8.50

80
$25
35
25
20

85
$40
55
40
55

PSE SMQ
90
95
$75
$160
120
300
125
225
115
200

98
$425
420
395
440

100

Normally, the Scott valuations in the ungraded portions of the Scott Specialized Catalogue
of United States Stamps and Covers (the white pages) equate to graded-80 valuation in
the PSE SMQ.
Look at the differences between the Scott ungraded valuations and the graded-80 PSE valuations.
Is it possible that a non-grading dealer would have a very well centered, NH, fault free, linepair that he/she might be willing to part with for double or triple catalog value? If so, the dealer
will feel very positive about that transaction and the purchaser, the grading collector, may
have completed the deal of the year.

The James Depew Collection of
Superb U.S. Coils and 20th Century Imperforate Issues
As this column is being written, Siegel is conducting a one day auction of some of the best coils and imperfs in American philately. This
auction is very timely since the last lot in the sale of 440 lots is the
only vertical line-pair that is PSE graded-100. It is one of the stamps
we are recommending this month - the four vertical coil line- pairs of
the Presidential series - Scott 848-851.
We now know that this UPT was acquired for the James Depew collection. That is part of the reason why it turned heads when it sold in
October 2017 in Siegel sale 1166 for slightly more than $2,700
(including the 18% buyer’s premium).
When sold on May 22nd, it realized $1,770. While it is almost
$1,000 less than in the previous sale, the 2017 realization can be
understood. In October 2017, Mr. Depew was probably still in the
collecting mode with the auction price not his primary concern. Owning this pair, increased the status of his collection. The important
fact about the recent sale is that it sold for more than 4 times the
value of sole graded-98 line-pair!!
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Acquisition Strategy
This month’s acquisition strategy is very simple and straight-forward. It follows Gene’s strategy. Find yourself dealers who think grading is “the flavor of the month” - just a passing fad.
These dealers have little, if any, idea what their inventory is really worth. Many inflate the description of their inventory, while missing the stamps that are truly worth multiples (thanks to
grading) of what they believe they are worth.
Virtually all collectors who have been involved in grading for more than a few years have stories of the big fish they landed at the expense of an uninformed dealer. My purchase of
Gene’s Scott 682 is a current example. The dealer was satisfied receiving $1.25 for my new
UPT!!
As part of the acquisition strategy for the vertical Presidential coil line pairs, don’t overlook the
smaller auctions, especially internet auctions. They often list some nice ungraded material.
Combine this with a reduced number of bidders and the result is that REAL BARGAINS can
be obtained.
I recently purchased some ungraded material at just this type of auction. I will send the
stamps to PSE for grading and see what grades they earn. If my assumptions are correct regarding their grades, this will be a “Topic of the Month” article in a future issue.

One final comment
If you haven’t yet attempted to search for treasure, why wait? There are plenty of discoveries
to be made.
Each month, we include stories about treasure hunters and their finds. We do this to encourage those of our readers who feel that they are not ready to search on their own. There is no
better teacher than experience.
Please share your stories with us. We may print your story (with your permission, of course)
or provide you with our best advice (if you ask for it). Either way, your experience will help
you in your next search.

Good hunting!!
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Summary of “The Graded Marketplace”
—————
In January, we introduced The Graded Marketplace (TGM) which offers the readers of
100J the ability to buy and sell graded material with other readers. This is a reader-toreader service in which 100J acts only as an intermediary connecting both parties. There is
absolutely no fee charged to either party for this service. We hope that readers will try these
services.

“Success”
Since the TGM is a reader-to-reader service, we will only be aware of how successful our
service is through voluntary reporting of completed transactions by one or both of the parties
involved.

We are aware that the TGM witnessed its first transactions in both the display templates (for
sale items) and in the Want Lists. We can report that the Want List transaction worked perfectly. This was the stamp highlighted in the “100J of the Month” column on pages 4-6.
The July newsletter will be released on July 1st. Therefore, if you are interested in listing
any of your graded stamps for sale or if you intend to post a Want List request,
please forward all requests no later than June 27th. Please make sure you follow the
rules below.

Rules
We have tried to keep the rules to a minimum since this is a reader-to-reader service. In the
same spirit that we are constantly looking for ways to make 100J more interesting and informative, please let us know what changes you recommend for TGM.
1. 100J will play no role in the transactions between buyers and sellers other than acting
as an intermediary connecting the two parties. Both services are totally free - no fees
for either party.

2. Readers are entitled to list two graded items for sale and two want lists per month. Entries remain listed for a two-month period (two issues of 100J).
3. In order to ensure privacy, if a reader wants to buy or sell an item, they should contact us
with their request. We will, on a same-day basis, notify the other party. Once both parties
have been connected, we are no longer involved with any potential transaction. The
email address for sending your TGM messages is ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com.
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Rules (continued)
4. To make transactions more efficient, all listings should include free shipping.
5. We will insert the requested transaction as soon as the next issue of 100J is published.

6. At no point will the staff of 100J hold stamps, money, or negotiate with buyers and
sellers. Buyers and sellers should take a competitive approach to pricing if they are interested completing a transaction.
7. Requests should be transacted on a “first-come” basis.
8. Sellers and buyers need to practice sound business discipline and due diligence to avoid
becoming dissatisfied with transactions in TGM. 100J is not liable for the outcome of
any transaction. By placing a listing in TGM, the seller and buyer hold 100J harmless.
9. 100J reserves the right to change any and all rules including the deletion of TGM. In addition, 100J may exclude any reader who, in our opinion, does not comply with the spirit
of TGM.

Listing Requirements
Readers interested in listing their graded material for sale or purchase need only supply us
with the basic information below. We will develop the listing template for the next issue of
100J. Simply send us the following information and we will do the rest.

Scott catalog number
Grade
Grade Provider (if other than PSE)
Condition
Certificate Number
Paper Certificate or Encapsulated
Best Price - selling / buying
Scan of Stamp (not required if PSE or PF)
A few brief comments

Graded Items
for Sale

Want List Items
for Purchase

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
Optional

√
√
√
√
NR
Optional
Optional
NR
Optional

√ = Required data

NR = not required
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Examples
Graded Stamp for Sale

Scott No.

Grade

Condition

554

98J

Used

Certificate No.
Number Graded
Paper or Encap This Grade Higher
01196357 Encap
6
3

PSE SMQ Offered At Reduction

$280

$168

-40.0%

Lister
0216

Used highly-graded stamps from the 4th Bureau Issue (Scott 551-573) are extremely scarce and undervalued (in my opinion).
Being able to acquire one with only three stamps graded higher at a 40% discount from PSE SMQ is a real treat!

Want List Request

Want List Request
Scott No.
Grade
Condition
Provider
Willing to Pay
Lister
All
UPTs
OG
PSE only
Negotiate
0216
I am very interested in OG (hinged) UPTs . Price will be dependent on Scott number. I am
willing to pay above SMQ for unused UPTs that are hinged. I prefer encapsulated but will
accept paper certificates. I will only accept PSE certified stamps. If you don't know if your stamp
is a UPT, please contact me.

The narratives for both types of transactions allow you to show off your marketing skills. Take
advantage of this, BUT please no inaccurate statements of fact.

The Graded Marketplace items, both selling and buying,
are now listed on the 100J website located at
www.100j-grading-newsletter.com
Please be sure to access the website for a full view of the current offers!
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March / April Grading Contest 1
Results
Every once in awhile, we get comments that provide us with a glimpse of “the bigger picture.”
More than once, we heard a contest participant say something disparaging about George
Washington. While we can’t be totally sure, we think that the comments were not meant for
George but rather aimed at the four contest stamps.
We think that using the same basic design four times is probably three times too much. So,
lesson learned!
For the second contest in a row, we have an identical winner. Congratulations Bill Palmer.
This time he is the sole winner. Bill not only was the only contestant to gain the highest
score, but he was also the first participant to send us an entry - he is the “perfect” winner. Bill
scored 2.5 points to lead the pack of contestants. For his sole highest entry, Bill earned $75.
The chart below displays the distribution of entries submitted using low, medium, and high
designations for the number of entries received at each grade. This contest displayed some
very strange responses. Two of the stamps, Scott 487 and 533, had only one correct guess
each. Bill owned the one for Scott 487 but not 533. While Scott 500 and 554 (the perforated
stamps) both had a high number of correct guesses, the coil and the imperf had unique correct answers. Interesting.

Answers to the March / April Grading Contest 1

Scott Number
PSE Grade
Certificate No.

487 PR
90 / NH
01325500
Primary

100J
100
98J
98
95J
95
90J
90
85J
85
80J
80

Secondary

500
95 / Used
01325800
Primary

533 LP
98 / Used
01325801

Secondary

Low
Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Primary
Moderate
Moderate

554
98J / Used
01196357

Secondary
Low

Primary
Low

Secondary

Moderate
Unique

Moderate

High

Moderate

Unique

High

Moderate

Low

Moderate
Low
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Grading IQ Contest 2
Results
We were very happy when we received more entries for our first IQ contest than for the grading contest. In fact, for some of the entries, it was their first time they entered a 100J contest. A definite sign of success!
While the IQ Contest is in the “entertainment” section, it is our intention to increase grading
knowledge even with our entertainment tools. The IQ Contest was comprised of four questions with each question addressing a different area of knowledge.
While many of the entries were close, there was only one entry that achieved a perfect 100%
score. That entry belonged to Larry Hull who is well known to many readers as the ultimate
big game hunter. His finds and contributions to the grading hobby are voluminous. Now Larry
is sharing with us his knowledge of grading. It is impressive. Congratulations, Larry. For
the only 100% correct IQ responses, Larry earned $75.

Answers to the March / April Grading IQ Contest 2
Question 1: Population Databases. What is the total number of NH graded stamps for
the Jamestown set - Scott 328-330? Since this number changes with each new graded
stamp, we accepted all answers that were close to the number when this question was formulated. As of June 4th, there were 483 PSE-graded NH examples and 93 PF-graded NH
examples for a total of 576 stamps. Using the older version of the PSE population database
(www.psestamp.com/pop/) will save you time and energy.

Question 2: Graded Stamp Valuations. What is the value of a Scott 114 graded-98 OG
single? When accessing the PSE SMQ (valuations) database, there is no value assigned to
Scott 114 graded-98 OG. This is not an error since there are no Scott 114 graded-98 OG examples in the PSE population database. When we access the 2019 Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers, page 365, we see a value assigned to this
stamp of $2,000. Since Scott values are not assigned to any grader, if such a stamp exists
graded by another grader, Scott would value it at $2,000.

Question 3: UPTs. How many UPTs are in the 1934 National Parks series - Scott 740–
749 (main numbers only - no “a” numbers)? UPT is defined as the sole highest-graded
example for a particular stamp. UPTs can be any condition and grade. The keys are highestgraded and sole example. When examining the National Parks set, we find two UPTs - the
7¢ value used graded-100J and the 8¢ value NH graded-100J. If you view this set using the
older version of the PSE population database, identifying UPTs should be very clear and
quick.
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Grading IQ Contest 2
Results (continued)
Question 4: Jumbos. How many highly-graded (grades 98 and higher) jumbos are
contained in the popular Famous Americans series - Scott 859-893? This is one case
where the use of the older version of the PSE population database is necessary if the user
wishes to avoid carpal tunnel damage. When reviewing this set in grades of 98 and higher, it
takes only a minute or two to determine that there are five highly-graded jumbo Famous
American stamps. They are two examples of Scott 875 graded-98J NH, Scott 884 graded98J NH, Scott 891 graded-100J NH, and Scott 892 graded-98J NH. These five stamps are
extremely rare when considering the corresponding non-jumbo population.

Future IQ Contests
We hope that you have enjoyed this first IQ Contest. We will provide additional ones with
varying degrees of difficulty. `Our objective is to educate our readers on all aspects of grading. Let us know your thoughts about our initial IQ Contest and what you would like to see in
future IQ contests.

The “IQ Wizard”
We will keep a record of the IQ contest winners declaring the overall winner the IQ Wizard
for 2019. So far, Larry Hull is our IQ Wizard. Long live the Wizard!!

The Next Contests
Our two new contests will be
released on July 15th per the new
“Release Schedule for the Second Half of 2019”
in the FLASH!! on page 2 of this issue.
We are designing two new contest formats one new grading contest and
a new IQ contest.
They will challenge you and, most importantly,
entertain (and even educate) you!!
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XXX

Become a 100J Guest Author!
We are always actively looking for your story about
grading or philately in general. It is a rush seeing
your name as the author of a published story.
You can select the topic. We will gladly accept almost any topic focused on grading or stamp collecting in general.
We will help you at every step in the process. We
will “polish” the article so that it sounds like a Hemingway novel (if that is what you want). Regardless
of our support, you will be listed as the sole author
of the article.

Expand your horizons become an author!
We welcome any thoughts, suggestions, requests, and criticisms that you may have regarding 100J. Our mission is to create a grading newsletter that both educates and entertains
our readers on the exciting subject of grading. We can only accomplish this goal with your
help. Please share anything with us. We want 100J to be the philatelic publication you look
for each month. Thank you!!
Prior issues of 100J and yearly tables of contents are available free of charge. To view
or print them, please visit our website - www.100j-grading-newsletter.com.

Grading is the most exciting new aspect of philately
since stamps were first issued!
100J is a monthly newsletter focused on the grading aspect of philately. It is delivered by email to any and all
interested parties. Subscriptions are free and may be requested by using the form on www.100j-gradingnewsletter.com or by requesting a subscription by email to ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com. You may unsubscribe by emailing ray@100j-grading-newsletter.com. The marks SCOTT and SCOTT’s are registered
in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and are trademarks of Amos Media Co. “Siegel” is the registered trademark of Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries, Inc. We have given credit to Siegel for photos and
data obtained through their Power Search function.

